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Author/Contributors Guide 
on Adobe Cloud 

 
When you receive your Adobe Cloud proofs from your desk editor you will have around 2 weeks to 
check through the files, adding any essential amends, and responding to comments and queries 
from the proofreader. 
 
1) When working on Adobe Cloud we recommend that you make an Adobe account as this is the 

only way to delete your own comments and makes it easier to return to checking your proofs. 
You can make an account here: https://acrobat.adobe.com/us/en/  
 

2) You will be sent an email with an attached Word file, showing a list of links for each chapter of 
your book (if it’s long or a contributed work), or one link for a shorter authored title. See sample 
email and list below:  

 
3) When you have received the email please check the links work for you, and forward the links on 

to any contributors or co-editors/co-authors who aren’t copied in. You need to let them know 
the return date, and send them these instructions which are also attached to your email so they 
can use the tools. If they have any questions they can email the desk editor directly, and they 
should be marking their amends using ‘sticky notes’ or ‘highlights’ on Adobe Cloud.  
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4) The above screenshot shows what a chapter will look like on your 

web browser once you click the link. Comments from the 
proofreader will show in the ‘Comment’ bar on the right hand side 
and you can click on the comment to type a response to it. 
 
 
 
 
 

5) You will need to use the ‘Highlight’, ‘Underline’ or ‘Strikethrough’ tools to add your own 
comments. You can use these to indicate text you’re referring to or text to be deleted and a pop 
up on the right will allow you to add an associated comment. If you have any trouble with these 
tools please let your desk editor know. Please note: If you use the ‘sticky note’ or ‘drawing tool’ 
please ensure you’re extremely clear with your meaning and placement, as it can be hard to 
interpret hand drawn/hand-placed elements created with a mouse, and it’s best to stick with 
the 3 other tools or add a comment in the pop up on the right when you use these two tools. 
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6) If you reply to any comments or if you create any of your own comments please ensure you click 
‘post’ to save the comment onto Adobe Cloud. This ensures that no comments are missed. 

 
7) You can always test whether the comments have saved by refreshing your page and checking 

the comment is there, we recommend doing this after your first comment to ensure nothing is 
missed.  
 

8) You should aim to check the file over the two weeks, responding to any queries from your 
proofreader, and confirm that you are happy with the text. If any chapter amends need to be 
made please use the tools mentioned above to mark these as Comments on the Adobe Cloud 
link you have received. 
 

9) If you do not have any comments to add then please just add a comment saying “Chapter 
checked and approved – no comments”. Please ensure you look for any comments from your 
proofreader which start with ‘AQ:’ for ‘Author query’ or which are questions directed to you, 
and respond to these.  
 

10) Once you have finished with the file please email the desk editor to confirm that the file has 
been checked. Once the deadline has passed and files have been returned the desk editor will 
download the marked up file and no new amends can be made after this time.  

 
Please do not choose to ‘Resolve’ or ‘Mark as Read’ any of the comments you make as this may 
mean your corrections will disappear before your Desk Editor gets a chance to see them. 

 
Please note: Your proofreader may use the same ‘Sticky notes’, ‘Highlight’, ‘Underline’ or 
‘Strikethrough’ tools you are working with or they may also use proof correction symbols to make 
their revisions. 

 
Please see the next pages for the proof correction symbols for your reference: 
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